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Abstract

With the development of Internet of Things technology, the security threats
faced by the industrial control field are increasing, and strengthening the
security protection capabilities of intelligent systems on IoT highways is
becoming increasingly important. IPSec VPN tunneling technology can
achieve identity authentication and encrypted data transmission, and is an
important means to achieve secure data transmission in intelligent systems
on Expressway intelligent tunnel system. The commonly used IPSec VPN
gateway uses a traditional Linux protocol stack-based approach for data
capture, which requires multiple data copies and context switching, resulting
in low efficiency of IPSec services. In addition, the commonly used IPSec
VPN security gateway is implemented on the basis of the open-source IPSec
framework, using internationally recognized algorithms for encryption and
decryption, which poses security risks. This article is based on the IPSec
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protocol, and studies the high-speed network packet capture framework
PFRING technology, the fusion technology of national secret algorithm and
IPSec protocol. It designs and implements an IPSec VPN IoT security gate-
way based on national secret algorithm. After experimental verification, the
IPSec VPN gateway system constructed in this article has complete functions
and better performance than the common open-source IPSec frameworks
OpenSwan and strongSwan, and can meet the application requirements of
IoT data encryption transmission.

Keywords: IPsec, national secret algorithm, PFRING, security gateway,
expressway.

1 Introduction

With the advancement of digital information construction, the Internet of
Things (IoT) information technology has experienced significant develop-
ment. In the field of IoT industrial control, the intelligent systems used
for data collection and monitoring in high-speed highway scenarios face an
increasing number of security threats. Firstly, the authentication mechanism
for connecting terminals in IoT high-speed highway intelligent tunnel sys-
tems is not sufficiently robust, and insecure network connections elevate the
risk of attacks on the central controller of IoT high-speed highway intelligent
tunnel systems [1, 2]. Secondly, during the process of network transmission,
critical collected data may be susceptible to hacking and tampering, lead-
ing to data leakage. This can disrupt the normal operation of Expressway
Data transmission system and potentially result in incalculable economic
losses for Expressway Toll System [3]. Thirdly, the real-time requirements
of IoT high-speed highway intelligent tunnel systems necessitate high trans-
mission efficiency during information channel transmission. Traditional IoT
security gateways, which employ the Linux protocol stack for data forward-
ing, exhibit low data processing efficiency and fail to ensure the system
meets the requirements of high response time delays and throughput rates
[4, 5].

Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a technology that utilizes cryptographic
techniques to establish temporary secure tunnels in public networks. It is
widely used for the secure transmission of data in the Internet of Things
(IoT) information networks, assisting enterprises in building dedicated data
transmission channels that are physically distributed yet logically unified.
Common VPN implementation methods include IPSec technology and SSL
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technology [6]. IPSec technology, a set of protocols released by IETF, defines
the process of key exchange and encrypted message transmission in an inse-
cure network. It achieves functions such as user authentication, data encryp-
tion, and integrity protection. The SSL protocol consists of a protocol suite
composed of the record layer protocol and the handshake layer protocol, with
functionalities similar to IPSec. The difference lies in that IPSec performs
data encryption at the network layer, while SSL encrypts at the transport
layer [7, 8]. Therefore, IPSec can be applied not only to communication
between hosts and gateways but also to the secure data transmission of IoT
devices between subnets, meeting the requirements of applications in high-
speed highway intelligent tunnel systems. Currently, VPN gateways based
on IPSec VPN technology are mostly implemented using the open-source
projects Openswan and strongSwan frameworks [9, 10]. The Openswan
framework and strongSwan framework, developed based on the international
IPSec standard, do not support the use of domestic cryptographic algorithms
for encryption and decryption. Additionally, the encapsulation format of mes-
sages during the negotiation process does not comply with the specifications
of domestic IPSec VPN technology.

In accordance with the security requirements of the Internet of Things
(IoT) expressway intelligent tunnel system business and considering the
functional and performance deficiencies in current IPSec VPN gateways,
researching an IPSec VPN IoT security gateway based on domestic crypto-
graphic algorithms holds significant importance. The improvement of IPSec
VPN gateways over traditional packet capture methods utilizes a high-speed
network packet capture framework, enhancing data processing efficiency to
meet the real-time requirements of IoT industrial control networks. The IPSec
VPN gateway authenticates the connected terminals, reducing the risk of
unauthorized connections and potential intrusions. Filtering terminal data
according to policies, the IPSec VPN gateway prevents illegal data from
entering the tunnel, reducing the risk of attacks on the main network. The
IPSec VPN gateway utilizes a domestically developed IPSec service frame-
work based on domestic cryptographic standards, employing highly secure
domestic cryptographic algorithms for data encryption, thereby enhancing the
security protection of IoT operations. This paper, based on the IPSec protocol,
explores the integration of high-speed network packet capture framework
PFRING technology, domestic cryptographic algorithms, and IPSec protocol
fusion technology. It designs and implements an IPSec VPN IoT security
gateway based on domestic cryptographic algorithms.
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The research and main achievements of the paper are divided into three
aspects:

(1) Addressing the real-time requirements of IoT high-speed highway intel-
ligent tunnel systems, researching high-performance network packet
capture technology, combining thread pools, lock-free circular buffers,
and the PFRING framework to design and develop a network packet
capture module, improving packet processing speed.

(2) Meeting the data reliable transmission requirements in expressway
intelligent tunnel systems, researching key negotiation protocols and
secure message protocols, designing and developing the IPSec security
service module to achieve mutual device authentication and encrypted
data transmission, enhancing the ability to prevent illegal intrusions and
ensuring the security of data during transmission.

(3) Addressing the specific security requirements of IoT high-speed high-
way intelligent tunnel systems, researching domestic cryptographic
algorithms, designing and developing a cryptographic module based on
domestic cryptographic algorithms, further enhancing the security and
real-time capabilities of the IPSec VPN gateway.

2 IPsec VPN Technical Study

2.1 Key Exchange Protocol

Key exchange protocol is used for identity authentication and key generation
before secure message transmission, which defines the whole process of
negotiation interaction and negotiation message format [11]. Key exchange
protocol includes two stages of the negotiation process: primary mode and
fast mode. The main mode is used to generate the working key, and the fast
mode is used to generate the session key. In the primary mode, through the
interaction of the first two messages, encryption algorithm and the shared
key material are determined. The initiator negotiated with the responder in
the quick mode.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the blockchain architecture. In the
blockchain architecture, the key exchange protocol generates the session key
by exchanging the generated vital parameters [12]. This generation method
avoids the risk of exposing the key directly to the network and being obtained
by the middleman, leading to vital leakage. The critical negotiation agreement
also stipulates the key update method, requiring that the new key must be
generated dynamically within the update cycle.
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Figure 1 Overview of blockchain architecture for intelligent systems on IoT highways.

2.2 Security Message Protocol

The security message protocol defines the IPsec channel package packaging
method, including two security protocols: Identification Head Protocol (AH)
package Security Protocol (ESP). The identification head protocol provides
integrity verification for the transmitted data and prevents data packets from
being stolen and tampered during the transmission. Encapsulation security
protocol provides not only integrity verification but also the entire packet
encryption service. The encapsulation security protocol uses the IP packets
generated by the negotiation process to encrypt and encapsulate the encrypted
data into ESP packets, which transmit in the tunnel as ESP packets [13, 14].
The AH protocol lacks a design for data encryption capabilities and can only
be used with the ESP protocol. When the AH is used with the ESP, the AH
head is placed between the new IP message header and the ESP head. When
using the ESP protocol, the ESP header is packaged between the new IP
packet header and the original IP packet header. According to the application
scenario of this system, the ESP mode is selected in the security message
module during the IPsec VPN gateway design.

Using the ESP protocol, the session key generated in the negotiation
stage is first used to encrypt the data symmetrically. The encrypted data is
then subjected to SM3 summary calculation to obtain the authentication data.
Finally, the authentication data is encapsulated at the end of the ESP [15].
I am receiving the ESP data package to the terminal gateway and making
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summary calculations to determine whether the data is complete. The veri-
fied, approved data packet uses the symmetry algorithm for the decryption
operation. The decrypted good message is a complete IP data packet. The
ESP protocol guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of the data message
during the transmission of the initiator and the responder.

When address conflicts occur, first analyze the total number of address
allocation schemes that meet the above conditions. According to the hypoth-
esis, the addresses of all N within each LAN will not conflict, so the
number of address allocation schemes in the i-th LAN S can be expressed
by Equation (1).

Si = CNi
L (1)

According to the multiplication principle, the total number S of all
address allocation schemes that meet the assumptions can be represented by
Equation (2).

S =
M∏
i=1

(Si) =
M∏
i=1

(CNi
L ) (2)

Consider again that in all M local area networks, the number of address
allocation schemes W without any internal address conflict event can be
expressed as Equation (3).

W = CNi
L

M−1∏
i=1

(C
Ni+1
e ) (3)

Equation (4), where W/S indicates the probability of no internal address
conflict event under the above assumptions, then P can represent the proba-
bility of at least one internal address conflict event.

P = 1− W

S
(4)

2.3 IPsec VPN Three-layer Key System

The three-layer key of IPSec VPN consists of the device key, working key,
and session key. The device key is an asymmetric key pair, which is added and
decrypted for the symmetrical critical information during the central mode
negotiation or used to check the signature of both parties in the negotia-
tion. Generally obtained directly from the device or in the digital certificate
product through the specified function call during the negotiation process.
The private key in the equipment key should take high protection measures.
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In case of an abnormal situation in the system, emergency measures to destroy
the key should be taken to protect the private key from malicious theft.

The working key is a symmetric key obtained through negotiation in the
master mode – the initiator and the responded exchange the common critical
materials of Nonce, cookie, etc [16, 17]. The Nonce and cookie information
saved by both parties are summarized multiple times to obtain the working
keys SKYIDa and SKYIDe [18]. The work key ensures the integrity and
confidentiality of fast-mode message interaction and is a secure tool for
generating a session key.

The session key is a symmetric key generated through fast-mode nego-
tiation. KEY [19, 20], the final material of the session key, was generated
through the working key and the jointly negotiated parameters. In the secure
message phase, the session key for encryption and authentication is obtained
from KEY. The system should ensure security of working key and session
key. When system has an emergency, the key should be destroyed.

IPSec VPN key system: device key, work key, session key. Asymmetric
key pairs, including signature key pairs and encryption key pairs, are used
for entity identity authentication, digital signatures, and digital envelopes.
Among them, the device key pair used for signature provides identity authen-
tication services based on digital signatures in the first stage of IKE; The
device key pair used for encryption provides confidentiality protection for
exchanging data in the first stage of IKE. Symmetric key, derived through
key negotiation in the first stage of IKE, is used to protect the session
key exchange process. Among them, the working key used for encryption
provides protective protection for the data exchanged in the second stage
of IKE; The working key used for integrity verification provides integrity
protection and identity authentication for the data exchanged in the second
stage of IKE. Symmetric key, derived through key negotiation in the second
stage of IKE, is directly used for encryption and integrity protection of data
packets and message MAC. The session key used for encryption provides
confidentiality protection for communication data and MAC values; The
session key used for integrity verification provides integrity protection for
communication data.

3 IPsec VPN Design of IoT Gateway System

3.1 Overall Architecture Design of IoT Security Gateway

Through the analysis of functional and performance requirements, the overall
architecture of the power security gateway is designed as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Overall architecture of IoT security gateway.

The gateway system includes five parts: network data package capture mod-
ule, IPsec security service module, password module, configuration module,
and VPN management module. Among them, the network packet capture
module is divided into the PFRING receiving module and the PFRING
sending module. The IPsec service module is divided into the IKE negotiation
module and the safety message module.

After the system is started, the PFRING receiving packet module captures
the packet from the network card and sends it to the IPsec security service
layer after simple processing. The IPsec security service layer classifies the
data packets using the package source, transmission layer protocol, and other
information. It processes the encrypted packets according to the negotiation
message, security message, and sub-net. The IPsec security service layer uses
the national secret algorithm for packet encryption and decryption operation
and identity authentication service. Finally, the IPsec security service layer
forwards the message required to be forwarded via the PFRING sending
module.

The entire hierarchical structure consists of data layer, control layer,
application layer, and presentation layer from bottom to top. The data layer is
at the bottom level, and the data source of the entire system is clearly the most
fundamental level. The control layer is a crucial layer that connects the upper
and lower layers, and its main function is the parsing of instructions and the
sending and receiving of instructions. The application layer can also be called
the business layer, which is closely related to the business logic of the system,
and the implementation of some businesses will be realized here. The upper
layer is connected to the presentation layer, which can then transmit and
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Figure 3 PFRING high-speed capture packet framework.

receive instructions to the device through the control layer. The lower layer
is connected to the control layer, which can obtain device related data and
submit it to the presentation layer. The presentation layer, also known as the
interaction layer, is the starting point for human-computer interaction and
data visualization. It is not difficult to see that this level directly interacts
with people, so while meeting business needs, it needs to be designed with
sufficient humanization.

3.2 Network Data Packet Capture Module Design

The data processing framework designed by the network data packet capture
module is based on the PFRING high-speed capture data packet framework,
as shown in Figure 3. When receiving data packet, the read thread saves
the received data packets in the ring buffer; the data distribution function
distributes the data in the ring buffer to the read queue; the working thread
preprocesses the data cached by the read queue and then sends the processed
data packets to the IPsec service layer. When the gateway forwards data
packets, the IPsec service layer saves the data to be forwarded to the write
queue through the working thread. The write thread sends the data of the
write queue out through the network card.

3.3 IPSec Security Service Design

3.3.1 IKE negotiation module
The IKE negotiation module is the basic module of IPsec security service,
which provides functions such as primary mode fast mode negotiation, IKE
message verification, establishment, and update of SA security alliance,
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Figure 4 Internet of Things expressway intelligent system.

and of gateway identity authentication and key generation [21, 22]. When
the primary mode was negotiated, the two sides exchanged identity infor-
mation. In the fast mode, the identity is determined by comparing the
calculation results with the miscellaneous value obtained by analysis [23].
The whole module is divided into message service, message authentication,
identity authentication, key generation, timeout re-transmission, and session
management.

Figure 4 shows overall design of the IoT system, in which the message
service module classifies all the messages that pass through the IPsec service
layer and encapsulates, analyzes, and verifies the primary mode and fast mode
messages. Identity authentication function realizes identity authentication of
the terminal gateway by combining it with the national secret algorithm. The
overtime re-transmission is used to resend the messages that have not been
answered, and the session management is used to manage all the session
information.

(1) Message service

The message service sub-module is the entrance and exit of the whole IKE
negotiation module message and realizes the message type classification by
analyzing the message header information. When the gateway acts as the
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Table 1 Message processing strategy
Message Type Operate
Negotiate news Negotiate verification
Opposite-end security message Security message analysis
The Intranet requires safely transmitted messages
notification message

Security message packaging

The Network is a non-IPsec message SA update processing bypass

client, start the negotiation function, send the negotiation message, and then
monitor the message. The message processing strategy is shown in Table 1.

(2) Message verification

The message verification function analyzes the primary mode and fast mode
message format according to the national secret standard specification. At the
same time, the response message should be packaged according to the cur-
rent gateway status. In the central negotiation mode, the encapsulation and
resolution of the initiator status and the corresponding message. When the
negotiation is in the start state, the SA does not establish a connection, and
the timer is not timing.

(3) Identity authentication function

The identity authentication function is used for two-way identity authentica-
tion. Standard authentication methods include account and password login
technology, login technology using hardware storage media, and digital
certificate identity authentication technology. In IPsec, the digital certifi-
cate identity authentication technology is used in the negotiation process.
During the negotiation, the initiator signs data with private key. After receiver
receives the signature message, the recipient reads the public key from the
initiator certificate and checks the signature data of the initiator. The identity
of the initiator is confirmed by signature verification. Similarly, the initiator
also uses this way to verify the recipient’s identity.

(4) Key generation

The work key and session key are generated in IKE negotiation. The DH
(Diffie et al.) algorithm utilizes shared critical data from both parties to
generate the working key. Calculating the working key is shown in (5), and
the SKYID value is first calculated.

SKYID = PRF (HASH (Nonce i|Nonce r), cookie i|cookie r) (5)
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Then, use SKYID as the key to digest and calculate the cookie to obtain
the SKYID D value, as shown in (6).

SKYID d = PRF (SKYID , cookie i|cookie r|0) (6)

Similarly, calculate SKYID e through (7) and (8).

SKYID a = PRF (SKYID ,SKYID d|cookie i|cookie r|1) (7)

SKYID e = PRF (SKYID ,SKYID a|cookie i|cookie r|2) (8)

The calculated work key protects confidentiality for generating session
keys during the fast mode phase. The generation process of the session
key follows the following steps. Firstly, encrypt the standard material that
generates the session key, encapsulate it in a hash payload, and send it to the
other party. The hash data HASH1 and HASH2 are calculated as shown in
(9) and (10).

HASH 1 = PRF (SKYID a,MsgID |Nonce i|SA[|ID i|ID r]) (9)

HASH 2 = PRF (SKYID a,MsgID |Nonce i|SA|Nonce r[|ID i|ID r])
(10)

After exchanging materials, the initiator encapsulates HASH3 to verify
the previously exchanged data. The calculation method of HASH3 is shown
in (11).

HASH 3 = PRF (SKYID a, 0|MsgID |Nonce i|Nonce r) (11)

After data authentication is completed, the method of generating session
key KEY is calculated according to the steps shown in Equation (12).

KEY = PRF (SKYID d, protocol |SPI (Nonce i|Nonce r) (12)

(5) Overtime out re-transmission

When the system sends a negotiation message, start the timer. Set the timeout
time when difference between current time and sending time is more signif-
icant than the timeout time determines the timeout time. When the system is
in the timeout state and receives no reply, reissue the message according to
the current negotiation status. The re-transmission of the message is achieved
by using the signal quantity. During the message timeout, the system obtains
the current state, determines which message needs to be re-posted, and then
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obtains the number of the message. If the maximum number of messages the
system allows is not reached, the message will be sent again.

When the data message is received, obtain the source IP and destination IP
of the data message. Calculate the key from the acquired IP message. Look
up the session from the session table based on the critical value, and if the
session does not exist, decide whether to insert the session into the session
table based on the configuration file information. If the session exists in the
session table, process the data message according to the VPN status and then
update the session status. Remove the SA corresponding session from the
session table when the tunnel is closed, or the SA is timed out.

(6) Session management
The information of the security Alliance SA is stored in the session table, and
realizing the management of the session is to realize the management of the
SA. If you use an array storage session, you need to traverse the array each
time. In order to improve query efficiency, the IPSec VPN gateway system
uses the hash two-way link to store the data. It establishes the local address
and receiver address as the critical value.

3.3.2 Safety message module
This module implements the ESP protocol in the IPsec protocol cluster,
and the encryption algorithm adopts the national secret algorithm. After the
critical negotiation process, the security message module can provide the
encrypted transmission of data packets in the sub-network and the resolution
and forwarding of ESP messages from the terminal gateway.

(1) Packaging and parsing
When the gateway receives the data packet to be forwarded from the Intranet,
first find the security alliance SA to determine whether the tunnel is estab-
lished. Then, the IP message is encapsulated in the ESP format and forwarded
to the other gateway. When encapsulating, package the network layer mes-
sage in the ESP load. When the gateway receives the ESP message from the
terminal gateway, first find the security alliance SA to determine whether the
tunnel is valid. If the SA is not present, the received message is discarded.
If the SA is valid, the received packets are parsed in the standard format, and
then the decrypted message is forwarded to the end in the subnetwork again.

(2) Data integrity protection and data source verification
Data integrity protection and data source validation were implemented using
the SM3 algorithm. SM3 certification scope includes ESP head, original
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IP message, and ESP tail. When encapsulating the message, the calculated
MAC value is enclosed in the tail of the data packet. When analyzing, the
receiver will make the same miscellaneous calculation of the obtained data to
judge whether data is tampered with during transmission process. Verify the
successful message, and then use the symmetrical key decryption to obtain
the original IP data packet. They are comparing the source IP information in
the original packet with the matching sub-net segment in the configuration
file to determine whether it comes from a trusted connection.

(3) The NAT crossing function

If NAT equipment exists in the communication link, NAT crossing is
required. When the gateway is started, determine whether the gateway is
calculated by reading the information of the configuration file to open the
NAT crossing function, and then package the NAT-D load and send the
NAT-D load package the initiator cookie, the source cookie, the source port,
and the source IP>. After receiving the receiving party, make the same
calculation and determine whether the IP conversion occurs in the link by
comparing whether the two hash values are the same. If the IP switches,
NAT-T equipment is in the link.

(4) Anti-replay attack

The security message module provides packet forwarding within the subnet-
work; if there is no implementation of packet resistance replay attack when
the hackers in the tunnel intercept the ESP package, the gateway sends many
the same message, the gateway will spend much time to deal with these
invalid messages, IPsec processing efficiency will be reduced, even unable
to handle the standard IPsec request [24, 25]. When the message is received,
you should first judge whether the message is a replay and if it is discarded.

(5) Fragmentation and recombination

The transmission of data packets in the link is limited by the MTU (maxi-
mum transmission unit). When the IP data packets are repackaged when the
packaged IP message is larger than the MTU, shard processing is required
[26, 27]. When the fragmentation data belonging to the same source IP
message reaches the opposite end gateway, the IP needs to be reorganized.
The logo, logo, and offset fields in the IP header are used to serve the fragment
reorganization.
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3.4 Password Module Design

The password module involved in the system has the following contents:
(1) the acquisition of the signature certificate and the encryption certificate
information in the central mode negotiation. (2) In messages 3 and 4, the two
parties encapsulate the common key material and encrypt it symmetrically
with the vital key. The key uses the SM2 algorithm to encrypt the public key
in the paired-end encryption certificate. At the end of the packet, both parties
are digitally signed using the SM2 algorithm. (3) After the first four steps
of message interaction, the two parties of the communication respectively
use the miscellaneous collection algorithm to calculate the working key.
Messages 5 and 6 use the SM3 algorithm to verify entity identity. (4) In the
fast mode negotiation, the data is encrypted by SM4 first, and the encrypted
data is calculated by hash value by SM3 miscellaneous algorithm, which is
used for the integrity test of messages and entity identification. SM1, SM2,
SM3 and SM4 were used in the negotiation process. The timing and effect of
the algorithm calls are shown in Table 2.

Everyday national secret hardware products include chips, intelligent
IC cards, password machines, passwords, encryption hard disks, etc. These
products can provide essential password operation, data encryption and
decryption, identity authentication, and password anti-counterfeiting verifi-
cation functions [28, 29]. The use of hardware encryption and decryption has
the following two features:

The hardware device saves the algorithm, key, and other information
with the hardware, which cannot be displayed in plain text. Each encryption
algorithm can only be obtained by calling the hardware interface to prevent
data leakage and tampering. In addition, the hardware encryption device
generally has an anti-interference, anti-loss system, further ensuring data

Table 2 Password algorithm calling scenarios
Algorithm Scene Effect
SM2 Holotype Provide the role of encryption, decryption,

signature verification, used to identify the identity
of the terminal gateway and guarantee the
message non repudiation

SM3 Main mode, fast mode Summary calculation to ensure the integrity of
data in network transmission

SM4/SM1 Main mode, fast mode,
security message module

Provide the encryption and decryption function of
the data packets
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security. The user connects the hardware encryption device to the computer
and makes a function call according to the operation manual [30].

This scheme uses a PCIE card as a hardware password to connect to the
computer. PCIE card built-in digital certificate, with the function of password
operation, to achieve multiple encryption and decryption algorithms. At the
same time, the hardware structure of the PCIE cards can provide high-
intensity guarantees for the safe operation of the cryptographic algorithms.
There are many PCIE cards on the market; according to the number of
channels, the physical specifications are divided into five modules. In order
to reduce the dependence between the modules, when a new PCIE card is
added, the change in the original system can be reduced.

4 Results and Discussion

When testing system performance, the IPSec VPN gateway performance
is reflected by deploying the IPsec open-source project as an experimental
control. Openswan and strongSwan are common IPsec framework. First, the
source code is improved by registering the national secret algorithm in the
algorithm library of Openswan and strongSwan, and then the Openswan
system and strongSwan system based on the national secret algorithm are
installed on host A and host B in the 5.1 environment, to keep the same
hardware environment of the three schemes during the test.

(1) Round-trip delay

Run the IPsec VPN systems implemented in the three schemes, the test
terminal 1 in the server sub-network and the test terminal 2 in the Ping client
sub-net. Change the ICMP packet size to record the size of the round-trip
delay when the packets are sent as 32 bytes, 64 bytes, 128 bytes, 256 bytes,
and 512 bytes.

Figure 5 shows comparison of the round-trip delay. After the test of
the round-trip delay of the IPSec VPN system realized by three schemes,
it is found that the round-trip delay of the IPSec VPN system designed in
this paper is the lowest, which shows that the whole process of data packet
encryption packaging and decryption is less than the VPN system realized by
open-source framework.

(2) TCP throughput

This paper tests the size of the VPN system TCP throughput implemented
by three systems. First, the three types of IPsec VPN systems were run
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Figure 5 Comparison of round-trip time delay.

respectively. Then, test terminal 1 in the server sub-network opens the iperf
server mode, and test terminal 2 in the client sub-network opens the client
connection. Finally, under the same network bandwidth, make the client send
different sizes of packets for testing, recording the size of TCP throughput.

Figure 6 shows comparison of TCP throughput. Comparative test shows
that the designed IPSec VPN system has the highest TCP throughput and high
transmission efficiency under the same conditions.

(3) UDP throughput

Finally, this paper tests the size of the UDP throughput of VPN systems
implemented by three schemes using the network performance test tool perf.
First, the three types of IPsec VPN systems were run respectively. Then,
test terminal 1 in the server subnetwork opens the iperf server mode, and
test terminal 2 in the client subnetwork opens the client connection. Finally,
the magnitude of the UDP throughput at different network bandwidths is
recorded by changing the bandwidth limit value.

Figure 7 shows comparison of UDP throughput. The comparative test
shows that the IPsec VPN system UDP designed in this paper has a high
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Figure 6 Comparison of TCP throughput.
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throughput and can maximize the network bandwidth. Furthermore, the
gateway system has undergone joint testing with FUJIAN EXPRESSWAY
GROUP CO.LTD. FUZHOU BRANCH and has entered the pilot application
phase. The system has been deployed on-site by Fujian Expressway Science
& Technology Innovation Research Institute Co., Ltd., and from April 2023
to the present, it has been running stably. The system is capable of encrypting
data during transmission, effectively addressing security issues in the data
transfer process within the high-speed highway intelligent tunnel system.

5 Conclusion

The security of data in the Internet of Things (IoT) high-speed highway
intelligent tunnel system is crucial for the stable operation of IoT companies’
businesses. In order to enhance the reliability of data transmission in the high-
speed highway intelligent tunnel system, this paper is based on the IPSec
protocol, high-speed network packet capture technology, and cryptographic
techniques, and designs and implements an IPSec VPN IoT security gateway
based on domestic cryptographic algorithms. The research and achievements
of this paper are summarized in the following aspects:

(1) Research on the security threats faced by the current high-speed high-
way intelligent tunnel system and the IPSec security protocol. The
study also explores IPSec VPN product-related standards and specifi-
cations, proposing an independent research project on developing an
IPSec VPN IoT security gateway based on domestic cryptographic algo-
rithms without relying on open-source frameworks such as Openswan
and strongSwan. Through the exploration of key technologies in IoT
security gateways, a foundational technical system for designing and
implementing IoT security gateways has been developed.

(2) Research on the PFRING high-speed network packet capture technology
and the design and implementation of a network packet capture module.
The module’s data processing efficiency is improved through thread
pool technology, lock-free circular buffer technology, and thread binding
technology. The module’s packet sending function is realized through
Ethernet frame format and ARP protocol. The implementation of the
network packet capture module addresses the low efficiency issue in
common IPSec VPN gateway packet capture, meeting the real-time
requirements of high-speed highway intelligent tunnel systems.

(3) Research on IPSec-related protocols and the design and implementation
of the IPSec security service layer. The implementation includes the
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realization of the IKE protocol’s main and quick mode negotiation
processes for mutual device authentication and secure session key gen-
eration. The ESP protocol is implemented for the secure transmission of
messages within the tunnel. The use of a hash table improves session
lookup speed, thereby enhancing system service speed. The imple-
mentation of the VPN management system fulfills the visualization
management requirements of IPSec VPN power security gateways. The
implementation of the IPSec security service layer addresses issues
commonly found in IPSec VPN gateways based on open-source frame-
works, such as low security and poor autonomy, meeting the security
and reliability requirements of high-speed highway intelligent tunnel
systems.

(4) Research on IPSec product testing methods and testing the function-
ality and performance of the implemented IPSec VPN security gate-
way. Comparative performance testing is conducted by deploying the
Openswan and strongSwan source codes, concluding that the perfor-
mance of this proposed gateway surpasses that of common open-source
frameworks.
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